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but the reality of the situation is that square enix, as a result of square enixs series of acquisition
and restructuring within the last year, has gone from a game studio to a games publisher. this

means we are no longer the only internal party that can publish a square enix title in japan, and the
company has been reluctant to get involved in publishing efforts. fortunately, as an independent

developer/publisher, and also as the company that released the game in north america, the teams
are very familiar with each other, and the project has continued to receive an enormous amount of

outside help for its localization and release (notably from our good friends at grumpy gamer games).
but the fact of the matter is that we dont have a contract with square enix, and that they cannot

publish this title for us. as previously mentioned, there are some customizable options available in
the game, which includes an in-game camera. a few months ago, i put out a set of video tutorials

that demonstrated how to import and use the camera, which also included a short tutorial on camera
functionality. in lieu of making a video that covered it, some of my team members have created two
generic camera presets: one for portraits, and one for landscapes. furthermore, ive also tweaked the

camera presets to give you a little more control over the background, but allowing the viewer to
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retain as much of the original look and feel as possible. in addition to customizable options, we have
also added the ability to have two character profiles in the game at any given time. this will make

sure that every important element is on screen during any critical conversation, and will allow you to
switch between different character profiles quickly at any given moment. additionally, we will

support profiles in japanese, and are currently working on adding profiles for the character names
and names in the subtitles.
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